Abstract

Violence happened because of many reason. The most common reason why violence happened in school environment is because of bully. People always have bully stories to tell. Stories about how recess was the worst period in school -- not because classes were so great, but because bullies ran wild on the playground. In school, the external force is almost always physical just like playing to evolutionary history (historically, physical force from a person or an animal was the most likely way to die). Bully is really dangerous for growth of child soul. There are so many cases where the victims committed suicide or kill their friends who have bullied them because they have been bullied at school and never told their family and another people for help. Carrie who has telekinetic power forced to use her power because of bully. She has never been thinking to use her power to hurt any other people but because of hostile world surrounding her pushes her boundaries beyond the limit, she uses her telekinetic power to destroy all her friends in prom night. We all know that adults have a fragile soul that we have to encourage them to fight against bully.
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